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A BOUNDED ALGORITHM BASED ON APPLICABILITY DOMAINS FOR THE 
APPLICATION OF ACTIVE RULES IN TRANSITION P-SYSTEMS 

F. Javier Gil, Jorge A. Tejedor, Luis Fernández 

Abstract: Transition P systems are a computational model based on the basic features of biological membranes 
and in the observation of biochemical processes. In this model, a membrane contains object multisets, which 
evolve following a determine set of evolution rules. The system changes from an initial configuration to another 
one performing a computation by applying these rules in a non-deterministic maximally parallel way. 

Previous works about the rule application algorithms follow a common pattern: to choose a rule applicable on the 
objects multiset, and to apply that rule a number of times. This pattern is repeated until there is no applicable rule. 
In this paper, we present an algorithm that proposes a new approach that consists of the following steps: (i) To 
analyze the antecedent rules to establish the applicability domains; (ii) to select some applicable rules depending 
on the objects multiset available inside the membrane. Unlike previous algorithms, this new approach always 
selects an applicable rule in each iteration, avoiding iterations with non-applicable rules. In addition, this is a 
bounded algorithm, which is a necessary condition that facilitates decision-making in membrane architecture 
design. 

Keywords: Natural Computing, Membrane computing, Transition P System, Rules Application Algorithms. 

ACM Classification Keywords: D. Software. D.1 Programming Techniques 

Introduction 

Membrane computing is a branch of natural computing witch tries to abstract computing models from the 
structure and the functioning of biological cells, particular of the cellular membranes. The main objective of these 
investigations consists of developing new computational tools for solving complex, usually conventionally-hard 
problems. Being more concrete, Transition P systems are introduced by Gheorghe Păun derived from basic 
features of biological membranes and the observation of biochemical processes [Păun, 1998]. This computing 
model has become, during last years, an influential framework for developing new ideas and investigations in 
theoretical computation. 

An essential ingredient of a P system is its membrane structure. Transition P systems are hierarchical, as the 
region defined by a membrane may contain other membranes. The basic components of the Transition P 
systems are the membranes that contain chemical elements (multisets of objects, usually represented by symbol 
strings) which are subject to chemical reactions (evolution rules) to produce other elements (another multiset). 
Multisets generated by evolution rules can be moved towards adjacent membranes (parent and children). This 
multiset transfer feeds back the system so that new multisets of symbols are consumed by further chemical 
reactions in the membranes. 

The nondeterministic maximally parallel application of rules throughout the system is a transition between system 
states, and a sequence of transitions is called a computation. Each transition or evolution step goes through two 
sequential phases: the application of the evolution rules and communication. First, the evolution rules are applied 
simultaneously to the object multiset in each membrane. This process is performed by all membranes at the 
same time. Then, also simultaneously, all the membranes communicate with their neighbors, transferring symbol 
multisets. 
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Most membrane systems are computationally universal: “P systems with simple ingredients (number of 
membranes, forms and sizes of rules, controls of using the rules) are Turing complete” [Păun, 2005]. This 
framework is extremely general, flexible, and versatile. Several classes of P systems with an enhanced 
parallelism are able to solve computationally hard problems (typically, NP complete problems) in a feasible time 
(polynomial or even linear) by making use of an exponential space. 

In this paper we propose a new algorithm for the application of evolution rules oriented towards the 
implementation of Transition P systems. The proposed algorithm has a linear order complexity in the number of 
evolution rules and provides an optimization of execution time compared to preceding contributions. Due to these 
characteristics, the algorithm is very appropriate for the implementation of Transition P systems in sequential 
devices. 

After this introduction, related works are presented, where the problem that is tried to solve is covered. Then are 
exposed the formal definitions related to the application of rules in Transition P systems. Later appears developed 
the bounded algorithm based on applicability domains, including finally the efficiency analysis, and the 
conclusions. 

Related Work 

In Transition P systems, each evolution step is obtained through two consecutive phases within each membrane: 
in the first stage the evolution rules are applied, and at the second is made the communication between 
membranes. This work is centered in the first phase, the application of active rules. It exists at this moment 
several sequential algorithms for rules application in P systems [Ciobanu, 2002], [Fernández, 2006a], [Gil, 2008] 
and [Tejedor, 2007], but the performance of these algorithms can be improved. In the last mentioned work is 
introduced an algorithm based on the elimination of active rules: this algorithm is very interesting because is the 
first algorithm whose execution time is only limited by the number of rules, not by the objects multiset cardinality. 

Additionally, in [Tejedor, 2006] is proposed a software architecture for attacking the bottleneck communication in 
P systems denominated “partially parallel evolution with partially parallel communications model” where several 
membranes are located in each processor, proxies are used to communicate with membranes located in different 
processors and a policy of access control to the network communications is mandatory. This obtains a certain 
parallelism yet in the system and an acceptable operation in the communications. In addition, it establishes a set 
of equations that they allow to determine in the architecture the optimum number of processors needed, the 
required time to execute an evolution step, the number of membranes to be located in each processor and the 
conditions to determine when it is best to use the distributed solution or the sequential one. Additionally it 
concludes that if the maximum application time used by the slowest membrane in applying its rules improves N 
times, the number of membranes that would be executed in a processor would be multiplied by the square root of 
N, the number of required processors would be divided by the same factor, and the time required to perform an 
evolution step would improve approximately with the same factor. 

Therefore, to design software architectures it is precise to know the necessary time to execute an evolution step. 
For that reason, algorithms for evolution rules application that they can be executed in a delimited time are 
required, independently of the object multiset cardinality inside the membranes. Nevertheless, this information 
cannot be obtained with most of the algorithms developed until now since its execution time depends on the 
cardinality of the objects multiset on which the evolution rules are applied. 

They have been proposed also parallel solutions - [Fernández, 2006b] and [Gil, 2007] -, but they do not obtain the 
required performance. The first algorithm is not completely useful, since its run time is not time delimited, and 
both solutions present efficiency problems due to the competitiveness between the rules, the high number of 
collisions with the requests and delays due to the synchronization required between processes. 
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Finally, the algorithm proposed in [Gil, 2008] obtains a good performance, but these can be improved in certain 
situations (specifically, when the relationship between the number of rules and the number of objects is high). 
Analyzing the behavior of the latter shows that this algorithm performs several iterations in which objects are not 
consumed due to the competitiveness between the rules. The bounded algorithm based on applicability domains 
is designed to avoid these unnecessary iterations, thus obtaining better performance. 

Formal definitions related to rules application in P systems 

First, this section formally defines the required concepts of objects multisets, evolution rules, evolution rules 
multiset, and applicability benchmarks (maximal and minimal) of a rule on the objects multiset. Second, on the 
basis of these definitions are specified the requirements for the new algorithm for the application of the evolution 
rules. 

Multiset of Objects 

Definition 1: Multiset of objects. Let a finite and not empty set of objects be O and the set of natural numbers N, 
is defined as a multiset of object m as a mapping: 

:m  
 no  

Possible notations for a multiset of objects are: 

m
m

mm

nononom

nononom





...

)},(...,),,(),,{(
2

2
1

1

2211

 

Definition 2: Set of multisets of objects over a set of objects. Let a finite set of objects be O. The set of all the 
multisets that can be formed over set O is defined: 

}|:{)(M  overMultisetaismm  

Definition 3: Multiplicity of object in a multiset of objects. Let an object be o  O and a multiset of objects 

m  M (O). The multiplicity of an object is defined over a multiset of objects such as: 

 )(M:|| o  

 mnonmmo o  ),(|||),(  

Definition 4: Weight or Cardinal of a multiset of objects. Let a multiset of objects be m  M (O). The weight or 
cardinal of a multiset of objects is defined as: 

)(M|:|  

 




Oo

ommm ||||
 

Definition 5: Multiset support. Let a multiset of objects be m  M (O) and P (O) the power set of O. The 
support for this multiset is defined as: 

)()(M:  PSupp  

  0||)(  omomSuppm  

Definition 6: Empty multiset. This is the multiset represented by M(O) and which satisfies: 

Ø)(0|| ØM(O)  mSuppm
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Definition 7: Inclusion of multisets of objects. Let two multisets of objects be m1, m2  M (O). The inclusion of 
multisets of objects is defined as: 

 ommmm oo |||| 2121  

Definition 8: Sum of multisets of objects. Let two multisets of objects be m1, m2  M (O). The sum of multisets 
of objects is defined as: 

)(M)(M)(M:   

 })||||,{(),( 2121  ommomm oo  

Definition 9: Subtraction of multisets of objects. Let two multisets of objects be m1, m2  M (O), and m2  m1. 
The subtraction of the multisets of objects is defined as: 

)(M)(M)(M:   

 })||||,{(),( 2121  ommomm oo  

Definition 10: Intersection of multisets of objects. Let two multisets of objects be m1, m2  M (O). The 
intersection of multisets of objects is defined as: 

)(M)(M)(M:   

 })||,|min(|,{(),( 212121  ommommmm oo  

Definition 11: Scalar product of multiset of objects by a natural number. Let a multiset be m2  M (O) and a 

natural number n  N. The scalar product is defined as: 

)(M)(M:   

 })||,{(),(  onmonmnm o  

Evolution Rules 

Definition 12: Evolution rule over a set of objects with target in T and with no dissolution capacity. Let a set of 

objects be O, a  M (O) a multiset over O, T = {here, out} U {inj / 1 ≤ j ≤ p} a set of targets and c  M (O 

× T) a multiset over O ×T. An evolution rule is defined like a tuple: 

),( car   

Definition 13: Set of evolution rules over a set of objects and targets in T. This set is defined as: 

}|{),(R  andoverruleaisrr  

Definition 14: Antecedent of Evolution Rule. Let an evolution rule be r  R (O, T). The antecedent of an 
evolution rule is defined over a set of objects as: 

)(M),(R: input  

 ),(),(|)(),(  Rcararinputca  

Definition 15: Evolution rule applicable over a multiset of objects. Let an evolution rule be r  R (O, T) and a 

multiset of objects m  M (O), it is said that an evolution rule is applicable over a objects multiset if and only if: 

mrinputmr  




 )(

 

Definition 16: Set of evolution rules applicable to a multiset of objects. Let a set of evolution rules be 

R  P(R (O, T)) and a multiset of objects m  M (O). The set of evolution rules applicable to a multiset of 
objects is defined as: 
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)),(R()(M)),(R(:*  PP  

 })(|R{)(),R( * truemrmm RR   

Property 1: Maximal applicability benchmark of evolution rule over a multiset of objects. Let an evolution rule be 

r  R (O, T) and a multiset of objects m  M (O). The maximal applicability benchmark of a rule in a multiset 
is defined as: 

   )(M),(R:  

  








 0)()(
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o
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rinput
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Property 2: Minimal applicability benchmark of evolution rule over a multiset of objects and a set of evolution 

rules. Let an evolution rule be r  R (O, T), a multiset of objects m  M (O) and a set of evolution rules 

R  P(R (O, T)). The minimal applicability benchmark is defined as the function: 

   )),(R()(M),(R: P  
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rirr mrinputmmmRmr i  

Property 3: An evolution rule r  R (O, T) is applicable to a multiset of objects m  M (O) if and only if the 
maximal applicability benchmark is greater or equal to 1. 

  1 




 mm rr

 

Property 4: The maximal applicability benchmark of a rule r  R (O, T) over an object multiset m  M (O) is 
greater than or equal to the maximal applicability benchmark of the rule in a subset of the object multiset. 

    12|)(, 2121 mmMmmmm rr   

Property 5: If the maximal applicability benchmark of a rule r  R (O, T) over a multiset of objects m  M (O) 
is 0, then the maximal applicability benchmark of the rule r over the sum of input (r) and m is equal to the 
maximal applicability benchmark of the input (r) and equal to 1. 

      1)()(0  rinputmrinputm rrr  

Multisets of Evolution Rules 

Definition 17: Multiset of evolution rules. Let a finite and not empty set of evolution rules be R (O, T) and the set 
of natural numbers N, a multiset of evolution rules is defined as the mapping: 

 ),(R:),(RM  
 nr   

 

All definitions related to multisets of objects can be extended to multisets of rules. 

 

Definition 18: Linearization of evolution multiset of rules. Let a multiset of evolution rules be 

mR = r1
k1  r2

k2  …  rq
kq  MR(O, T) linearization of mR is defined as: 

),(R
1




i

q

i
i kr
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Requirements of Application of Evolution Rules over Multiset of objects 

Application of evolution rules in each membrane of P Systems involves subtracting objects from the objects 
multiset by using rules antecedents. Rules used are chosen in a non-deterministic manner. The process ends 
when no rule is applicable. In short, rules application to a multiset of object in a membrane is a process of 
information transformation with input, output and conditions for making the transformation. 

Given an object set O = {o1, o2, ..., om} where m > 0, the input to the transformation process is composed of a 

multiset ω  M (O) and R  R (O, T), where: 

mn
m

nn ooo  ...21
21  

  0...,,,R 21  qbeingrrr q  

In fact, the transformation only needs rules antecedents because this is the part that acts on ω. Let these 
antecedents be: 

   qiooorinput
i
m

ii n
m

nn ...,,2,1...21
211   

The output of the transformation process will be a objects multiset of ω΄  M (O) together with the multiset of 

evolution rules applied ωR  MR(O, T). 

mn
m

nn ooo ''
2

'
1 ...' 21   

qk
q

kk
R rrr  ...21

21  

The conditions to perform the transformation are defined according to the following requirements: 

Requirement 1: The transformation process is described through the following system of equations: 
'
11...2

2
11

1
11 nknknknn q

q 
 

'
22...2

2
21

1
22 nknknknn q

q 
 

 … 
'

...2
2

1
1

mq
q
mmmm nknknknn 

 

That is: 

 minnkn ii

q

j
j

j
i ...,,2,1'

1


  

or 

   


'
1

i

q

i
i krinput

 

The number of equations in the system is the cardinal of the set O. The number of unknowns in the system is the 
sum of the cardinals of the set O and the number of rules of R. Thus, the solutions are in this form: 

  qm
qm kkknnn ...,,,,...,,, 21

''
2

'
1  

Meeting the following restrictions: 

 minn ii ...,,2,10 '   

Moreover, taking into account the maximal and minimal applicability benchmarks of each rule, the solution must 
satisfy the following system of inequalities: 
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   qjk
jjj rr ...,,2,1 











 

Requirement 2: No rule of the set R can be applied over the multiset of objects ω’, that is: 

R'  




 rfalser   

Having established the above requirements, the system of equations may be incompatible (no rule can be 
applied), determinate compatible (there is a single multiset of rules as the solution to the problem) or 
indeterminate compatible (there are many solutions). In the last case, the rule application algorithm must provide 
a solution that is randomly selected from all possible solutions in order to guarantee the non-determinism inherent 
to P systems. 

Bounded Algorithm based on Applicability Domains for the Application of Active Rules in 
Transition P Systems 

This section describes the bounded algorithm based on applicability domains the application of active rules. The 
initial input is a set of active evolution rules for the corresponding membrane -the rules are applicable and useful- 
and the initial membrane multiset of objects. The final results are the complete multiset of applied evolution rules 
and the multiset of objects obtained after the application of rules. 

The Rule Applicability Domains  

The applicability domains determination consist in a preliminary study of the antecedents of all the evolution rules, 
determining at each moment the set of rules that can be applied depending on the object multisets. Thus, at any 
time since it is known the object multisets in the membrane, it is possible to know exactly which set of rules that 
can be applied. Moreover, the computing of the applicability domains may be made prior to the process of 
application of rules, and therefore before the P system begins to evolve. 

In addition, since at this point of transition between states of the P system only objects are consumed, the set of 
rules are reduced with each iteration of the algorithm, eliminating those rules that after each iteration are no 
longer applicable. 

The Rule Application Algorithm 

Before the application of the evolution rules, the domains of applicability are calculated. The algorithm is made up 
of two phases: 

At the first phase an applicable rule set is randomly selected, and then applied a random number of times 
between one and its maximal applicability benchmark. The selected rule set is not reapplied during this first 
phase. 

In the second phase all the applicable rule sets are applied to its maximal applicability benchmark until there is no 
applicable rule. Consequently, when this phase ends there it is not left any rule applicable, and the algorithm 
finishes generating like result the multiset of rules applied and the final multiset of objects. 

In order to facilitate the explanation of the algorithm, the set of initially active rules is represented like an ordered 
sequence R and an auxiliary object called applicableRuleSet. This object has been built upon the study of the 
domains of applicability, and contains all sets of rules applicable at a given moment. The algorithm pseudo code 
is as follows: 
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(01) ; '     

(02) ;Ø  (U)MRR  

(03) );],[(. iRinitRuleSetapplicable  

(04) 1//{ Phasedo  

(05)  ();.getRandomRuleSetapplicabler  

(06)  
;),1( '][ 



 rRrandomK

 

(07)  
;][R  



 KrRR 

 

(08)   ;][R' '  rinputK   

(09)  );(. rremoveRuleSetapplicable  

(10) ());.(!} emptyRuleSetapplicablewhile  
(11)  

(12) 2//);],[(. ' PhaseiRinitRuleSetapplicable   

(13) {()).(! emptyRuleSetapplicablewhile  

(14)  ();.getNextRuleSetapplicablei  

(15)  
;'][ 



 iRma

 

(16)  
;][R  



 maiRR 

 

(17)   ;][R' '  iinputma  

(18)  );(. iremoveRuleSetapplicable  

(19) } 

As it has been previously indicated, the algorithm is made up of two phases. In first stage is offered the possibility 
to all the applicable set of rules to be applied between one and their maximum applicability benchmark. The rule 
sets can let be active in this stage due to two possible reasons: a) the rule set has been applied to its maximum 
applicability, or b) other precedents rule sets have consumed the necessary objects so that the rule set can be 
applied. 

At the beginning of the second phase the applicable set of rules is recalculated. Then in a loop are selected and 
applied to its maximum applicability each applicable rule sets, until there is no applicable rule and the application 
algorithm finish their execution. Through the use of the domains of applicability, all iterations consume objects. As 
seen, the algorithm executes a finite and bounded number of operations.  

In the next sections we are going to demonstrate the correctness of the exposed algorithm, as well as the 
efficiency analysis. 

Algorithm Correctness 

The presented algorithm is correct because: 

Lemma 1: The algorithm is finite. 

Proof: The algorithm is composed of basic operations and two loops. In these loops always reduces the number 
of objects in the membrane, and therefore the algorithm terminates when there is no applicable rule. 
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Lemma 2: No evolution rule is applicable to ω’. 

Proof: After the execution of the second phase of the algorithm, the maximal applicability of all the rules is zero. 
Therefore, at the end of the algorithm execution, it is not left any applicable rule to ω’. 

Lemma 3: Any result generated is a possible solution. 

Proof: The multiset of rules applied ωR is obtained by the multiple applications of the active rules in both phases. 
In addition, the second phase ends when there are no applicable rules over ω’ (requirement 2), and the result 
generated is a possible solution. 

Lemma 4: Any solution possible is generated by the algorithm 

Proof: Phase 1 of the algorithm - from line (4) to (10) - guarantees that any possible solution can be generated. It 
is enough whereupon the appropriate number is generated in line 6, when the number of applications of a rule is 
determined. In the second phase it would be only needed to apply the last rule the appropriate number of times. 

Lemma 5: The algorithm is not determinist 

Proof: The algorithm is nondeterministic since from the same initial input is able to generate any possible solution 
(multiset of rules that make the algorithm finishes). In phase 1, both the selection of the set of rules, as the choice 
of the number of times they apply, are made randomly. 

Efficiency Analysis 

Examining the algorithm it is possible to observe that in the two phases, the heaviest operations are those that 
calculate the maximal applicability benchmark (sentences 6 and 15), the scalar product of the input of a rule by a 
whole number and the difference of two multisets (sentences 08 and 17). These operations are made in both 
phases in the worse case. All these operations are linearly dependant on the cardinal of the multiset support ω.  

)(3__# Suppiterationperoperations   

Moreover, examining the first phase, the worst case of the algorithm occurs when - in sentence 05 – is selected a 
set that contains only one rule. As the rule is eliminated from the set of applicable rules, the first loop will execute 
at most R times. The same is true in the second phase, bringing that the number of iterations of both loops will 
be: 

R2# iterations
 

Therefore, the number of operations executed at worst case by the algorithm is: 

)(3)R2(# Suppoperations 
 

So the execution time of the algorithm at worst is bounded and linear dependant of the number of rules. 
Moreover, in practice, it is expected that the number of iterations of both loops is smaller, and therefore the 
efficiency will be higher. 

Conclusions 

This paper introduces a new algorithm for active rules application to a multiset of objects based on applicability 
domains in transition P systems. This algorithm attains a certain degree of parallelism, as a set of rules can be 
applied a great number of times in a single step. The number of operations executed by the algorithm is bounded, 
because it only depends on the number of rules of the membrane. The number of rules of the membrane is well 
known static information studying the P system, thus allowing the determination prior to the application of the 
rules. This information is essential to calculate the number of membranes that have to be located in each 
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processor in distributed implementation architectures of P systems to achieve optimal times with minimal 
resources. 

We think that the presented algorithm can represent an important contribution in particular for the problem of the 
application of rules in membranes, because it presents high productivity and it allows estimate the necessary time 
to execute an evolution step. Additionally, this last one allows making important decisions related to the 
implementation of P systems, like the related ones to the software architecture. 
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